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Place and Community in
the "Little Town on the
Prairie": De Smet in 1883

JOHN E . MILLER

Few authors have done more to establish an image of the virtue and superiority of the small-town way of life than has Laura
Ingalls Wilder. Five of her autobiographical novels were set in
and around De Smet, South Dakota, even though her initial impressions of the town were anything but approving. As a young
teenager unaccustomed to the din and bustle produced by more
people than she had ever been around before, Wilder longed to
escape the "muddy, cluttered, noisy town" and return to the
broad, empty prairie.' In a short time, however, a sense of community became important in Wilder's novels. In the places where
people gathered —in stores, saloons, and churches, at Wednesday
night prayer meetings, at Ladies Aid sociables and school programs—her characters established and consolidated the bonds of
affection and obligation that constitute true community. Every
house, every store, every place was associated with its own set of
people and activities. People acted and interacted within a context heavily shaped by the buildings, places, and open spaces that
made up the town's physical environment.
1. Laura Ingalls Wilder, fiy the Shores of Silver Lake, uniform ed. (New York:
Harper & Row, 1953), p. 254.
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In an examination of this connection between place and community. De Smet can serve as a microcosm of all the small railroad
towns that grew up on the agricultural frontier during the Great
Dakota Boom of the early 1880s. Through Wiider's novels, we can
establish the link between place and community. Supplementing
this with research in newspapers, land records, and other
sources, we can develop a more complete picture of the ways in
which communal relationships were associated with, resulted
from, or were enhanced by particular settings. By looking at the
real town of De Smet during the period that Wilder wrote about,
we can see that, in fact, Wiider's portrayal was accurate and that
De Smet provides a case study of Robert V. Hine's observation,
"Whenever community thrived on the frontier, it was framed by
a sense of place."^
Wilder herself did not realize the importance of place to her
own sense of community and well-being until she left town briefly
in the winter of 1883. She had taken her first teaching job at
almost sixteen years of age and had to live with a family a dozen
miles south of De Smet. Returning home the first weekend to be
with her family, she eagerly caught up on news from them and
then ran over to visit her friend Mary Power:
"She had ouite forgotten that she had ever disliked the town. It was
bright and orisk this morning. Sunlight glinted on the icy ruts of snow in
the street and sparkled on the frosty edges of the board sidewalk. In the
two blocks there were only two vacant lots on the west side of the street
now, and some of the stores were painted, white or gray. Harthorne's
grocery was painted red. Everywhere there was the stir and bustle of
morning. The storekeepers in thick coats and caps were scraping trodden
bits of snow from the sidewalk before their stores, and talking and joking
as they worked. Doors slammed; hens cackled, and horses whinnied in
the stables."^

Places that a short time earlier had seemed intimidating and ugly
to Wilder now carried entirely different meanings. She was older,
she was acting out a new role, she saw things in a different perspective. As the storekeepers tipped their caps and greeted her,
she felt grown-up. The town's physical presence affected her differently from the way it had earlier. To her, the town now consisted of more than buildings, streets, and structures. Ultimately,
it was the people who inhabited the town that brought it to life.
2. Robert V. Hine, Community on the American Frontier: Separate but Not
Alone (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1980), p. 247.
3. Laura Ingalls Wilder, These Happy Golden Years, uniform ed. (New York:
Harper & Row, 1953), p. 37.
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Implicit throughout all her writing is this belief in the close connection between place and community.
In 1883, at about the same time that Wilder was beginning to
appreciate the town for the first time, a man named 0. Swift arrived in De Smet to solicit subscribers for a bird's-eye view of the
town. During the late nineteenth century, dozens of artists like
Swift worked their way through the Midwest, employed by companies in Chicago and elsewhere that manufactured lithographic
views of towns and sold them for anywhere from one to five dollars apiece. Since photographs of early De Smet are almost nonexistent. Swift's drawing (Figure 1) provides a useful guide to the
physical appearance of the town and can be supplemented with a
diagram map (Figure 2} published in the De Smet News in September 1883. This "Diagram of the Business Center of De Smet,
Kingsbury County, D.T." locates stores, homes, and other buildings.*
The fluidity of the town's appearance and the flux of its population should be kept firmly in mind in considering Swift's
bird's-eye view. It is tempting to reify the picture, letting it
"stand for" Laura Ingalls Wilder's De Smet as it "really" was in
the same way that some readers let her books represent late
nineteenth century small-town America as it "really" was. Suffice
it to say, no single portrait —visual or verbal —is able to recapture all that was happening in De Smet or anywhere else. Instead, with the bird's-eye view, we have before us an abstracted,
stylized, standardized view of a typical railroad town. The haste
with which these kinds of pictures were done and the way in
which artists transformed notes and sketches done on ground
level into a single drawing imagined from a vantage point high
overhead precluded detailed accuracy.
Much got left out of Swift's picture of De Smet. Streets and
back yards, for example, were so full of garbage that newspaper
editor Mark Brown was constantly chiding his readers to clean
their places up. Several days before the artist arrived on the

4. De Smet Leader, 5 May. 22 Sept. 1883. On publishers of bird's-eye views, see
Seymour I. Schwartz and Ralph E. Ehrenberg, The Mapping of America (New
York: Harry N. Abrams. 1980). pp. 298-99. and Walter W. Ristow, American Maps
and Mapmakers: Commercial Cartography in the Nineteenth Century (Detroit:
Wayne State University Press. 1985), pp. 261 63. For a discussion of South Dakota
views, see "Artists Draw South Dakota: Panoramic Views of Pioneer Towns,"
South Dakota History 8 (Summer 1978): 221-49.
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Figure 1. Bird's-eye view of De Smet, 1883
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scene, a dead calf could be seen lying on the ground west of the
Kingsbury House barn.^ "It seems to be necessary to keep on
howling for a general cleaning up," Brown scolded a week later.
"There are some scandalous back yards in this village. Do have
some style about you, friends."'' Nevertheless, we see no garbage
in Swift's rendition, nor any sidewalks, paths, shrubs, bushes,
flowers, gardens, weeds, fences, dogs, cows, farm implements, or
wagons, although they were all there. Most obviously, we do not
see any people. If the artist were thus guilty of leaving some
things out of the picture, he can likewise be accused of adding
things that were not there. The perfect symmetry of the trees
was a product of the artist's imagination, as were the neat stacks
of lumber at the yards, which, according to newspaper reports,
were constantly bare ofthat hotly desired commodity all through
a year of intense building. By the end of 1883, a third lumber yard
was in operation.'
De Smet, like about eighty percent of the towns established in
eastern Dakota Territory during the 1880s, was a railroad town,
and like the others, its appearance and character were heavily influenced by that fact. During 1879 and 1880, as the Chicago &
North Western Railroad extended its Dakota Central branch
from Tracy, Minnesota, to Pierre on the Missouri River, it utilized a simple and efficient town design, casting every village
along the route in a similar mold.^ The townscapes that emerged,
therefore, resulted in part from this deliberate planning but also
from the countless decisions made by hundreds of individuals
seeking their own interest.^ While no single person or group dic5. De Smet Leader. 28 Apr. 1883.
6. Ibid.. 5 May 1883.
7. Ibid., 10, 24 Mar., 7, 14 Apr., 20 Oct. 1883.
8. According to James F. Hamburg, The Influence of Railroads upon the Processes and Patterns of Settlement in South Dakota (New York: Arno Press, 1981|,
227 of the 285 towns platted between 1878 and 1889 in the area that later became
South Dakota were railroad towns (p. 90). See also Kenneth Hammer, "Dakota Railroads" (Ph.D. diss., South Dakota State University, 1966). pp. 183-201, and Robert
J. Casey and W. A. S. Douglas, Pioneer Railroad: The Story of the Chicago and
North Western System (New York: Whittlesey House, McGraw Hill Book Co.,
1948), pp. 134-39. 159-71.
9. Sam B. Warner, Jr., in Streetcar Suburbs: The Process of Growth in Bostoii,
1870-1900 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press and the M.I.T. Press.
1962), makes a similar point about a city built on a large scale. "The Boston metropolis is the product of hundreds of thousands of separate decisions," he writes. "It
was a partnership between large institutions and individual investors and homeowners" (pp. 3-4).
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Figure 2. Diagram of the Business Center of De Smet, Kingsbury County, D.T., redrawn by Steve Mayer from De Smet News, 22 September 1883
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tated the town's entire development, similar needs and outlooks
did generate similar outcomes, even if the process followed to
achieve those results was not a conscious one. "No group sets out
to create a landscape," J. B. Jackson reminds us. "What it sets out
to do is to create a community, and the landscape as its visible
manifestation is simply the by-product of people working and living, sometimes coming together, sometimes staying apart, but
always recognizing their interdependence."'" Thus, a reciprocal
process was operating: out of the search for community, the townscape emerged; and within the places making up that townscape,
community was established and reinforced.
The basic layout of De Smet stands out strikingly revealed in
the shape of the letter T. The main street forms the base of the T,
with the railroad as its crossbar." De Smet, like every other town
on the Dakota Central line between Elkton and Pierre, had a main
street running perpendicular to the tracks. In laying out the
towns from the Minnesota border to Huron, Chicago & North
Western officials merely repeated a simple formula over and
over, with some variations in size and detail. Towns that were expected to grow received bigger initial layouts. West of Huron,
other surveyors adhered to the same general pattern, making it
impossible to distinguish towns laid out by the railroad from
those platted by private parties.^^
With few exceptions, surveyors utilized standard lot and street
dimensions that had been established in towns farther east.
Arthur Jacobi, a surveyor employed by the railroad, staked the
town out into lots and blocks by 27 March 1880, as recorded in the
official county records. The original plat of De Smet included just
four blocks, each 350 feet square (Figure 3). Calumet Avenue, or
Main Street, was 100 feet wide and ran perpendicular to the railroad tracks. First Street, running alongside the right-of-way and
depot facilities, was also 100 feet in width. With the exception of
Joliet Avenue, the other streets were 80 feet wide. The business
lots along Calumet Avenue, fourteen per block, were the standard 25 feet in width. Their 165-foot depth, usual in towns along
10. John Brinckerhoff Jackson, Discovering the Vernacular Landscape (New
Haven. Conn.: Yale University Press, 1984), p. 12,
U. On T towns, see John C. Hudson, Plains Country Tovms (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press. 1985), chap. 7, and Hudson, "Towns of the Western
Railroads," Great Plains Quarterly 2 (Winter 1982): 41-54.
12. Compare town plats in the records held in the courthouses in De Smet, Brookings. Huron, Miller, Highmore, and Pierre.
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the Dakota Central, made them longer than their counterparts in
many places. Residential lots on side streets, seven to the block,
were 50 feet wide. Twenty-foot alleys bisected each block. The
north/south streets were named Poinset, Calumet, and Joliet; the
east/west streets took numbers — First, Second, and Third.
Across the tracks to the north, warehouse lots were set aside for
railroad use.''
While town planners can foster a sense of community by providing public parks and other spaces in which people can meet
and interact, the Chicago & North Western apparently attached
little importance to them. In De Smet, the railroad adhered to the
general practice in this area of the country and made no provisions for setting aside lots for such purposes.'^ Not until after the
turn of the century would a park be laid out on railroad land near
the depot and an effort be started to build other park facilities in
town. Meanwhile, baseball diamonds, picnic spots, horse-racing
tracks, and other places for games and recreation were located on
empty lots in town and in private groves of trees in the country.
The most important public building in a county-seat town like
De Smet, of course, was the courthouse. Throughout the South
and much of the Midwest, courthouses sitting on central squares
or other prominent locations attracted people, who gathered to
talk, do business, or just sit for a spell.'^ Courthouse squares,
often the geographic centers of towns, also served as communal
centers. But, where does one put the courthouse in a T-town like
De Smet? There is no obvious central location, unless, by chance,
one decides to put it at the other end of town from the railroad
tracks, with the main street leading up to it. In the case of De
Smet (as with all of the other county-seat towns east of the Missouri River on the line of the Dakota Central), the courthouse was
shunted off to the side of Main Street. Swift's bird's-eye view
shows the courthouse square one block east of Calumet Avenue
near the railroad tracks. A small jail building that occupied the
spot was all the town could afford in 1883. Newspaper editor
Mark Brown found the situation deplorable and observed: "At
present all the record books stand on shelves in the register's of13. "Town Lot Record Book No. 1. Kingsbury County, 1879-1887," pp. 3-4, Kingsbury County Courthouse, De Smet, S.Dak.
14. Hudson, in Plains Country Towns, p. 88, notes this general lack of parks and
public meeting places in railroad plats for the area.
15. Edward T. Price, "The Central Courthouse Square in the American County
Seat." Geographical Review 58 (Jan. 1968): 29-60.
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fice, where a fire would leave no vestige of them. Every land title
in the county is in peril every day."'" Not until 1898 would a
rather picturesque courthouse finally be built. Meanwhile, other
buildings were utilized to house the functions of county government. The first session of county court, held in 1883, took place in
G. W. Elliott's new flour mill south of the railroad tracks while
the owner waited for his machinery to arrive.'" Even after the
courthouse was built, its peripheral location reduced its drawing
power as a gathering spot and reinforced people's normal tendency to gravitate to the stores on Main Street. Flowers and trees
were planted and curved walkways added to the grounds, but the
courthouse square never became the attraction for bench sitters
16. De Smet Leader. 17 Nov. 1883.
17, Ibid., 9 June 1883; Caryl Lynn Meyer Poppen, comp. and ed., De Smet Yesterday and Today (De Smet, S.Dak.: De Smet Bicentennial Committee, 1976), pp.
128-29.

While the De Smel nfw s papers agitated for a courthouse as early as 1883.
the Kingsbury County Courthouse ivas not built until 1898.
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and conversationalists that courthouses in other areas of the
country did.
T-towns developed along two axes —the railroad and Main
Street. The facilities along the railroad tracks in De Smet resembled those in other railroad towns. Water-guzzling steam engines
filled their boilers from a tank standing west of the depot. As in
other towns where housing was scarce during the early days, De
Smet had a two-story depot, which allowed the agent to live with
his family on the second floor.'^ The depot was one of the town's
"hot spots" —a gathering place where people often stopped just
to chat and watch the trains come and go. Here, one could see enacted the little rituals of community that reinforced the ties binding people to each other. Laura Ingalls Wilder, in Little Town on
the Prairie, describes one such event, a party at the depot given
by her classmate. Benjamin Woodworth. After eating oranges
and oyster soup with their meal in the upstairs living quarters,
the teenagers trooped downstairs to play games in the waiting
room until the clock struck ten/^
Another center for gossip was the Seefield elevator next door,
where farmers could discuss prices and the weather when hauling grain to market. The two lumber yards located on the north
side of the tracks (see Figure 1) remained extremely busy all
through 1883. Farther down the tracks was G. W. Elliott's new
mill {see Figure 2), which was in the process of being built when
the bird's-eye artist arrived in town. The decision to build it illustrated the informai, democratic decision-making process that
often operated in frontier communities. After arriving in town in
March, Elliott, an inventive go-getter from Owatonna, Minnesota,
offered to build a custom mill if the townspeople would donate the
land along with a one-thousand-dollar bonus to help him get
started. A group consisting of most of the town's businessmen
met at Couse's hardware store to consider the proposition. After
agreeing to go ahead, they managed to raise half the necessary
money in two weeks'

18. For more information on railroad stations, see H. Roger Grant and Charles
W. Bohip The Country Railroad Station in America (Boulder, Colo.: Pruett Publishing Co., 1978), chap. 3, and Bohi and Grant, "Country Railroad Stations of the Milwaukee Road and the Chicago & North Western in South Dakota," South Dakota
History 9 (Winter 1978): 1-23.
19. Laura Ingalls Wilder, Little Town on the Prairie, uniform ed. (New York:
Harper & Row, 1953). pp. 243-51.
20. De Smet Leader, 31 Mar., 14 Apr., 26 May 1883.
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In frontier towns like De Smet, no place better represented the
spirit of excitement and change than did the hotels. They were
also located near the tracks to make it convenient for travelers.
In 1883, De Smet could boast two hotels —the Kingsbury House
and the Exchange Hotel —both situated in the block south of the
railroad tracks on the west side of Calumet Avenue. Patrons
boarded family style, and with the crush of homesteaders flooding into town that spring, they made sure to come early at mealtimes unless they wanted to wait for the first comers to finish. Cigar smoke permeated the air. Loud exclamations and guffaws
punctuated the jokes and arguments boisterously carried on by a
mostly male clientele. The Exchange Hotel was probably the
most active social center in town that year.^' Checkers was a favorite pastime for the lodgers and other townspeople. From
across the street, editor Mark Brown often got an earful of the
wild goings-on in the hotels. "The blood-curdling debauchery
known as checkers is indulged in to an alarming extent just over
the way," he observed in one of his local paragraphs, "and the
mad hilarity it evokes at times would frighten a wooden Indian into hysterics.""
The railroad and the facilities associated with it constituted the
town's major link to the outside world. While the railroad thus directed people's attention outward. Main Street reinforced the
townspeople's normal tendency to focus on the local scene. Here,
people engaged most actively in face-to-face contacts. Here, community found its fullest realization. More than in the churches,
more than in the schools, more than anywhere else, Main Street
was the place where everybody congregated —transacting business, discussing the weather, or just passing the time of day. In
the age of the horse, hitching posts symbolized the mode of transportation that kept people close to home most of the time and
kept things moving at a relatively slow pace.
Just three years old in 1883, De Smet's Main Street still displayed the characteristics of a frontier town, but one that was
gradually acquiring the accoutrements and comforts of civilization. Buildings that had been hurriedly fashioned out of lumber a
year or two earlier had received applications of paint and in many
cases were being extended to the back or were acquiring a second
story. As elsewhere, most of the stores wore false fronts, which
21. Ibid.. 10 Mar., 21 Apr.. 21 July, 11 Aug. 1883.
22. Ibid.. 21 July 1883.

'

' •

•
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The false fronts of De Smet's Calumet Avenue reflect the style of small-town main
streets of the lSSOs. Taken from the location of the railroad depot, this photograph
provides a good view of two genuine two-story buildings—tke Exchange Hotel on

came in two basic styles, one rectangular in shape, the other
pointed in the middle. Whether false fronts were used because it
was easier to saw boards square than to fit them to a sloping roof,
because they provided more space for painting signs, or because
they fulfilled the owners' pretensions is impossible to discern.
Likely, De Smetites gave the matter little thought. False fronts
were the style of the period, a part of the cultural baggage people
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store across the street. In the crowd at this early celebration were the neighbors
and friends that made up the community of the "Little Town on the Prairie."

carried with them. The false-front store was a communal aesthetic, something agreed upon without explicit consideration.^^ It
said, "This is who I am and this is who we are. We are this way
because that is the way it is supposed to be done." With every23. Carole Rifkind, Main Street: The Face of Urban America (New York: Harper
& Row, 1977), pp. 31, 43.
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thing else being simple and functional in the early days, false
fronts, unadorned as they were, provided just about the only architectural flourish to be found in De Smet in 1883. Store buildings had no fancy windows fixed up with alluring displays. Homes
and businesses were essentially boxes punctuated with windows
to let in sunlight and fresh air.
Despite the architectural shortcomings of the environment,
community identity was forged most clearly on Main Street. This
was the place that visitors noticed when passing through on the
railroad. This was where most village activity occurred. Towns
the size of De Smet usually had two blocks of stores on Main
Street, with some spillover to adjoining streets. Smaller ones
were capable of supporting only one block of stores, while large
ones such as Huron had three or more. On Main Street, many
types of businesses existed side by side in no special arrangement, with two major exceptions. Hotels congregated near the
tracks, while banks generally stood on corners. Corner lots were
considered the most desirable since they received the most traffic. Banks often bid premium prices for them at opening-day auctions when the first lots were sold. In 1883, both of De Smet's
banks were located on corners —the Kingsbury County Bank on
the northwest corner of Calumet Avenue and Third Street, and
the Bank of De Smet on the northeast corner of Calumet Avenue
and Second Street, across the street from Pa Wilder's store [see
Figure 2).
Most of the Main Street stores during the early years were a
story or a story-and-a-half high. In Little Town on the Prairie,
Laura Ingalls Wilder named several genuine two-story buildings,
including Mead's and Beardsley's hotels (in 1883, the Exchange
and Kingsbury hotels, respectively) and Tinkham's furniture
store. Charles H. Tinkham was a twenty-six-year-old cabinetmaker from the state of Maine when he walked from the end of the
line at Volga to the fledgling village of De Smet. He remained a
fixture in the community for over half a century, outliving most
of his fellow storekeepers. Like many other furniture dealers, he
was also a mortician. It was in the Tinkhams' second-floor living
quarters above the store that Laura and Mary Power in 1881 attended a rather boring dime sociable sponsored by the Ladies Aid
Society."
24. Wilder, Little Town on the Prairie, pp. 50-51, 201-9; De Smet News, 21 June
1938; Laura Ingalls Wilder, manuscript of These Happy Golden Years, p. 2, Rare
Book Room, Detroit Public Library. Detroit, Mich.
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Wiider's novels provide a fairly detailed and accurate, though
naturally selective, description of the geography of "the little
town on the prairie." When Wilder mentioned the businesses and
other buildings in town, it was usually as the scene of some kind
of activity or social doing rather than a simple description. One
memorable incident occurred during a blizzard, when she and her
classmates got lost and almost wandered out onto the prairie
beyond the edge of town. Each building that the group passed by
on the way home was a welcome sight —Mead's hotel at the north
end of Main Street, then Hinz's saloon, Royal Wiider's feed store.
Barker's grocery, the Beardsley hotel, Couse's hardware. Fuller's
hardware, Bradley's drugstore, and Power's tailor shop.^^ In this
episode, the buildings on Main Street had literally saved the lives
of Laura and her schoolmates. In the daily activities of the town,
buildings were the places where life was lived, business transacted, and societal rituals enacted.
Day by day. Wilder observed people talking in front of stores,
teams patiently waiting at hitching posts, and storekeepers filling grocery orders for their customers. In this commonplace
round of daily living could be found the core of community life in
De Smet. During the hard winter of 1880-1881, men gathered
daily at Fuller's hardware store to learn the latest news and to
wile away the dreary hours. Favorite pastimes of the many bachelors in town for the winter were checkers and cards, often
played at the hotels or Bradley's drugstore. The saloons, when
they were open, provided another outlet for relieving boredom.
Scuffles and shouting sometimes broke the quiet." Probably
nothing separated men in De Smet more than the liquor question.
Pa Wilder left no doubt where he stood on the issue. "Two saloons in this town are just two saloons too many," he said.^" Every
place in town —saloon, depot, store, church, school, home —had
human associations and meanings for Laura Ingalls Wilder and
her neighbors, and within these confines community was established.
Also reflecting this community spirit and boosting the town's
prospects were its two newspapers, the De Smet News, estab25. Laura Ingalls Wilder, The Long Winter, uniform ed. (New York: Harper &
Row, 1953). pp. 91-92. Comparing this list with the 1883 map of the city (Figure 2).
we can see that Wiider's memory of Main Street was fairly accurate nearly sixty
years later when she first published Long Wíníer (1940).
26. Ibid., pp. 18. 127. 140, 157. 261-62, 302.
27. Wilder. Little Town on the Prairie, p. 55.
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Charles H. Tinkham, pioneer businessman of De Smut, stands in the middle of his
furniture store, which he owned and operated for over fifty years.

lished at the time the town was founded in 1880, and the De Smet
Leader, initiated three years later. Both were located on the east
side of Main Street. Contrary to what often happened elsewhere,
the editors got along amicably and did not train their editorial
guns at each other. Both naturally boosted the town and predicted great things for it, but their most important function was
always to inform their readers about local happenings. The brief
paragraphs that made up the local news often contained personal
and rather intimate information about people's lives. From them,
readers might learn which of their fellow townspeople were
painting their houses, what Wednesday night's fight at the saloon
had been about, and why people were complaining about their
taxes. Newspapers extended the reach of the gossip that constantly went on in stores, on the sidewalks, and in people's homes.
In the age of the horse, every town also had its livery stables,
blacksmiths, and draymen to minister to the needs of horse-
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drawn transportation. At the south end of Calumet Avenue, the
Fonger brothers ran a livery stable until they sold out toward the
end of 1883 to White and Pierson. The place must have made an
impression on Wilder, because she mentioned it several times in
her novels (spelling it Pearson's) and included it on a map she
drew of the town to help her while writing. She remembered it as
the last building they had to pass on Main Street before they
turned off to the southeast to head out to their homestead. Christian Lyngbye operated a blacksmith shop across the street from
Pierson's.^^ Two other blacksmiths had shops on Joliet Avenue
near the railroad tracks [see Figure 2). As in other towns, these
liveries and blacksmiths were located on the periphery of the
main business section.
A couple of blocks west of Main Street were the elementary
school and the Congregational church (see Figure 2). Besides providing the setting for instruction, the school symbolized people's
28. De Smet Leader. 20. 27 Oct., 17 Nov. 1883: Wilder, These Happy Golden
Years, pp. 165,181, 284; Wilder, manuscript of These Happy Golden Years, p. 2; De
Smet News, 15 July 1921.

The De Smet News set up shop on Main Street in 1880 to boost the newly
founded railroad towrt Long-time owner Carter P. Sherwood is at right in
this 1900-era picture.
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commitment to democracy and their faith in the future. There,
Wilder and her classmates not only learned basic skills but were
also inculcated with traditional values and socialized into the
community. Wilder also retained vivid memories of the "literaries" held in the schoolhouse on cold winter evenings. Everybody in town, it seemed, would turn out to listen to debates on the
temperance question or women's suffrage or some less serious issue.^"
The church was another spot for social gatherings as well as for
church services for the Congregationalists and for the Methodists and the Baptists until they were able to build their own edifices. The Catholics held services in the schoolhouse once a month
until they were able to build a church. Several literaries were
also held in the church in 1883.^° With ministers in scarce supply
on the frontier, people had to be satisfied with having services
every two or three weeks. Necessity paved the way for interdenominational cooperation. Revivals drew out townspeople and
farm families from miles around. Wilder vividly recreated one
meeting when the preaching of Rev. Edward Brown, a cousin of
John Brown of Harper's Ferry fame, sent shivers up her spine
and over her scalp. Although neither she nor her parents much
liked Reverend Brown, he was well regarded in the community if
the local newspaper was any guide.^'
The installation of a four-hundred-pound bell in the church belfry in December of 1883 symbolized more than anything else
could the arrival of civilization in the fledgling town. "This is the
first church bell in Kingsbury County," Mark Brown, the preacher's son, noted. "So, one after another the institutions, the refinements, the social, intellectual and religious privileges of America's Christian civilization become naturalized and at home where
only four years since was but a vast wilderness of prairie grass,
whitened by the bones of the bison, and the poles of Indian wigwams still standing, but now filled with a population of intelligent, moral and enterprising
l"

29. De Smet Leader. 17 Feb., 21, 28 Apr.. 4 Aug. 1883; WUder, Little Tovm on
the Prairie, pp. 210-20.
30. De Smet Leader. 17, 24 Feb., 10 Mar., 21 Apr. 1883.
31. Wilder, Little Town on the Prairie, pp. 275-77. In 1884. Reverend Brown retired from the active ministry after serving four years in De Smet. De Smet Leader, 9 Aug. 1884.
32. De Smet Leader. 29 Dec. 1883.
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In the early years, while the town was without a public meeting
place, the school and church were frequently pressed into service
to accommodate a surprising number of traveling road shows,
speeches, suppers, dances, and other events, as well as church
services and literaries. In April of 1883, the Leader observed: "Of
all the wants of De Smet the most urgent is a public hall. Who will
erect it and immortalize himself?"^^ The problem was solved
three years later when Edward H. Couse, the hardware man, re-

For over thirty years, the De Smet Opera HOU^ÍL UL Couse 'a brick block was an important gathering place for the community. Speeches, traveling shows, high-school
graduations, holiday services, and many other events took place on its stage. Here,
the students of the De Smet high school present the 1909 class play.

placed his frame store building with a magnificent two-story
brick block with a forty-four-foot front. The second floor was fitted out as an opera house and was used for meetings, lectures,
dances, and "comedies." Not content to dedicate the new facility
with the customary speeches, luncheon, and dance. Couse enlivened the affair by putting on a wedding at the grand opening. His
33. Ibid., 21 Apr. 1883.
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offer of a free kitchen stove and cooking utensils to the first couple volunteering to be married quickly elicited not just one, but
several, sets of applicants. Four to flve hundred people attended
Couse's open house, and the celebration of a wedding symbolically drew business and community together in a new beginning.^*
For the next three decades, the De Smet Opera House remained
an important social spot, where dances, high-school graduations.
Memorial Day services, minstrel shows, vaudeville acts, revival
meetings, and many other events were held. Here, the community gathered on many different occasions in many different guises
to reinforce its bonds of fellowship and to reenact the rituals of
solidarity.
Any attempt to recapture the degree to which community
existed in small midwestern railroad towns a century ago is
fraught with difflculties. Reading between the lines of newspaper
accounts and teasing meaning from generally opaque evidence
provides no definitive conclusions. Because of the detailed memories of Laura Ingalls Wilder, which are preserved in her novels,
we can learn more about the place and community of De Smet
than of other small towns of the era. And to the extent that true
community did exist in De Smet, we can be certain that it was
heavily influenced by the physical setting. In the stores, the
streets, the homes, churches, and schools, at the depot and the
grain elevators, under the trees and at the baseball diamonds, on
the sidewalks and everywhere that people went, their interactions formed the relationships that defined what kind of community existed in De Smet. In the 1880s, Laura Ingalls Wilder and
her neighbors developed a sense of place that affected their
thoughts and activities. That awareness of place and the community interaction associated with it lingered in Wiider's memory
decades later, helping her to shape her recollections of smalltown life.

34. Ibid., 23 Oct., 13 Nov. 1886.
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